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Abstract : This paper presents the steps taken in the development of a mobile platform built in the 
Department of Industrial Machinery & Equipment, of the Engineering Faculty of Sibiu. In a first 
phase, a brief classification of mobile platforms is presented, followed by a description of the 
various principles underlying locomotion of mobile platforms. At the end the paper contains 
several principles of odometry and then the robot's components are described. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Eurobot is an international amateur robotics contest, open to young people, organised either in 

student projects or in independent youth science clubs. The robots built for this contest are 
autonomous robots. 

Through technical skills and project management, the Eurobot contest highlights values such as 
fair-play, solidarity, knowledge sharing and creativity. The main goal of this event is to encourage 
youth to practice robotics with fun, by offering them an unforgettable technical and human 
experience. Each year, a new theme is defined, with original actions to perform and a 100% self-made 
robot to build. Project management, task sharing, autonomy, team spirit and experimentation are the 
core values to achieve one's project and be ready to compete on the D-Day [1]. 

With the advent of the mid twentieth century computers start a new industrial revolution. The 
key element is the image of robots and computers. This appearance leads to a rapid development of 
computers and robots [2]. 

The fascination for new of people is known from ancient times. At first humans had a distrust 
in these new technological breakthroughs. Now the robot is becoming more known and more 
appreciated for high performance and advantages it presents. Means of modern transportation, 
electronics and appliances and everything begins to mark the style of life will become automatic, 
robotic and autonomous [3]. 

Any technology can be used for both beneficial and evil. As such, people will use robots to 
destroy both between themselves and each other to save himself from life-threatening diseases or 
dangerous situations. 

The next step in the new industrial revolution will be using robots in all the areas. In Figure 1 
we can see a robot of the future which assist us in the workplace.  

 

 
Fig. 1. The robot of the future. 
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Robots will reach the ability to mimic any human action. Already there are many areas where 
robots have replaced humans. The more complex robots today are those used by NASA in space 
exploration. Humanoid robots designed by NASA for future space missions will be the most highly 
trained astronauts and will be deployed in areas that pose a particular risk to astronauts in the flesh. 

 
2. MOBILE ROBOTS 

 
Mobile robots is a rising research topic. Originally used in defense department's projects from 

the army, and then in the industry as a autonomous guided vehicles, mobile robots are newer highlight 
of mankind XXI century. 

To define a robot vehicle, we must first make a reference to one of the basic definitions of a 
robot, "a mechanical device that can be programmed to perform certain tasks that are given them by 
automatic control." [4]. 

A first classification can be seen in the figure below , it results from the fact that a distinction 
can be made between guided vehicles , such as AGV 's ( en . Automated Guided Vehicles ) and 
unguided . A guided vehicle is usually limited to a predefined set of trajectories in the workspace . 
These trajectories can be marked by rails, optical or magnetic lines , or simply may consist of a series 
of scheduled priori positions in the memory. Guided Vehicles can not , under any circumstances , 
leave the planned path. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Classification of robots and vehicles.

 
3. WHEELED ROBOTS 

 
Wheeled robots are robots that navigate around the ground using motorized wheels to propel 

themselves. This design is simpler than using treads or legs and by using wheels they are easier to 
design, build, and program for movement in flat, not-so-rugged terrain. They are also more well 
controlled than other types of robots. Disadvantages of wheeled robots are that they can not navigate 
well over obstacles, such as rocky terrain, sharp declines, or areas with low friction. Wheeled robots 
are most popular among the consumer market, their differential steering provides low cost and 
simplicity. Robots can have any number of wheels, but three wheels are sufficient for static and 
dynamic balance. Additional wheels can add to balance; however, additional mechanisms will be 
required to keep all the wheels in the ground, when the terrain is not flat [5]. 

 
4. NAVIGATION 

 
Most wheeled robots use differential steering, which uses separately driven wheels for 

movement. They can change direction by rotating each wheel at a different speed. There may be 
additional wheels that are not driven by a motor these extra wheels help keep it balanced. 
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2-wheeled robots 
Two wheeled robots are harder to balance than other types because they must keeping moving 

to maintain upright. The center of gravity of the robot body is kept below the axle, usually this is 
accomplished by mounting the batteries below the body. They can have their wheels parallel to each 
other, these vehicles are called dicycles, or one wheel in front of the other, tandemly placed wheels. 
Two wheeled robots must keep moving to remain upright and they can do this by driving in the 
direction the robot is falling. To balance, the base of the robot must stay with under its center of 
gravity. For a robot that has the left and right wheels, it needs at least two sensors. A tilt sensor that is 
used to determine tilt angle and wheel encoders which keep track of the position of the platform of the 
robot [6]. 

 
Figure 3. Swing-type robot 

 
3-wheeled vehicles 
3-wheeled robots may be of two types: differentially steered (2 powered wheels with an 

additional free rotating wheel to keep the body in balance) or 2 wheels powered by a single source 
and a powered steering for the third wheel. In the case of differentially steered wheels, the robot 
direction may be changed by varying the relative rate of rotation of the two separately driven wheels. 
If both the wheels are driven in the same direction and speed, the robot will go straight. Otherwise, 
depending on the speed of rotation and its direction, the center of rotation may fall anywhere in the 
line joining the two wheels [6]. 

 
 

Figure 4. Differentially steered 3 wheeled vehicle 
 

The center of gravity in this type of robot has to lay inside the triangle formed by the wheels. If 
too heavy of a mass is mounted to the side of the free rotating wheel, the robot will tip over. 

 
Omni Wheels 
Another option for wheeled robots that makes it easier for robots with wheels not all mounted 

on the same axis to have Omni Wheels. An omni wheel is like many smaller wheels making up a 
large one, the smaller ones have axis perpendicular to the axis of the core wheel. This allows the 
wheels to move in two directions, and the ability to move holonomically, which means it can 
instantaneously move in any direction. Unlike a car, which moves non-holnomicallly and has to be in 
motion to change heading. Omni-wheeled robots can move in at any angle in any direction, without 
rotating beforehand. Some omni wheel robots use a triangular platform, with the three wheels spaced 
at 60 degree angles. Advantages of using 3 wheels and not 4 are that its cheaper, and 3 points are 
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guaranteed to be on the same plane, so each wheel in contact with the ground, but only one wheel will 
be rotating in the direction of travel. The disadvantages of using Omni wheels is that they have poor 
efficiency due to not all the wheels rotating in the direction of movement, which also causes loss from 
friction, and are more computationally complex because of the angle calculations of movement [6]. 

Fig. 5. A simple omni wheel. 
The free rotating rollers (dark gray) allow the wheel to slide laterally 

 
4-wheeled vehicles 
2 powered, 2 free rotating wheels 
Same as the Differentially steered ones above but with 2 free rotating wheels for extra balance. 
More stable than the three wheel version since the center of gravity has to remain inside the 

rectangle formed by the four wheels instead of a triangle. This leaves a larger useful space. Still it's 
advisable to keep the center of gravity to the middle of the rectangle as this is the most stable 
configuration, especially when taking sharp turns or moving over a non-level surface [6]. 

 
2-by-2 powered wheels for tank-like movement 
The robot has four motors and four unsteered wheels; on each side a pair of motors drives a pair 

of wheels through a single belt. 
This kind of robot uses 2 pairs of powered wheels. Each pair (connected by a line) turn in the 

same direction. The tricky part of this kind of propulsion is getting all the wheels to turn with the 
same speed. If the wheels in a pair aren't running with the same speed, the slower one will slip 
(inefficient). If the pairs don't run at the same speed the robot won't be able to drive straight. A good 
design will have to incorporate some form of car-like steering [6]. 

 
Car-like steering 

 
 

Fig. 6. Differential Steering. 
 
This principle allows the robot to steer in the same way like a car does. This is a far harder 

method to build and makes dead reckoning much harder as well. This system does have an advantage 
over previous methods when your robot is powered by a combustion engine: It only needs one motor 
(and a servo for steering of course). The previous methods would require either 2 motors or a very 
complicated gearbox, since they require 2 output axles with independent speed and direction of 
rotation [6]. 
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5. ODOMETRY 
 

Odometry is based on simple equations that are easily implemented and that utilize data from 
inexpensive incremental wheel encoders. However, odometry is based on the assumption that wheel 
revolutions can be translated into linear displacement relative to the floor. This assumption is only of 
limited validity. One extreme example is wheel slippage: If one wheel was to slip on, say, an oil spill, 
then the associated encoder would register wheel revolutions even though these revolutions would not 
correspond to a linear displacement of the wheel. 

Suppose a robot has rotary encoders on its wheels or on its legged joints. It drives forward for 
some time and then would like to know how far it has traveled. It can measure how far the wheels 
have rotated, and if it knows the circumference of its wheels, compute the distance [7]. 

 
6. THE DEVELOPED MOBLE ROBOT 

 
For the start of the project we started from some characteristics which the mobile robot must 

meet, such as the maximum dimensions and clearance: The maximum height is of 350 [ mm] and 
maximum area of 1200 [ mm] . The two major components underlying the autonomous mobile robot 
are: the hardware component and the software one. This paper describes only the issues underlying 
the hardware assembly of the robot. In Figure 7. the mobile robot is presented.  

 

 

 Fig. 7. MEI mobile robot.
 
The following hardware components of mobile robot are described and also the characteristics 

of these components are presented : 
Regarding the mechanical part it can be said that the robot is built on several levels on a 

support frame or chassis made of aluminum. The total mass of the assembly is 10kg and maximum 
speed attainable of the robot is 2 m / s. The traction is based on two wheels driven by two MAXON 
electric motors fed from a DC voltage of 14.4 V. Transmission from engine to the drive wheels is via 
two toothed belts and two cylindrical spur gear wheels with a gear ratio of 100: 1, figure. 8.  

 

    
 

Fig. 8. Belt transmision.
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Wheels are independent powered differential. For the mobile robot to perform a translational 
motion the wheels of traction must be operated in the same direction. In order for the robot to perform 
a rotational movement driving the wheels to be driven in different directions of rotation. Regarding 
the power supply should be noted that the entire voltage is achieved through a 14.4 V battery with a 
capacity of 3.3 Ah. The power / traction remains fed to 12 V, while the command and control is fed to 
a voltage of 5 V, reduced by a voltage stabilizer 12V-5V. Controlling the robot is made from a 
development board Arduino Mega 2560. For the detection robot opponent / obstacle were used Dives 
high precision sensors such as laser sensors Sick two and two ultrasonic sensors from Pololu. In order 
to control motors used MAXON drivers, figure 9. In figure 10 the digital encoder is presented. 

Slow the programming part this was done in the specific programming development board from 
Arduino programming language is very similar to the C language. 

 

               
 

   Fig. 9. MAXON driver.                    Fig. 10. Digital encoder. 
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Rezumat: Lucrarea de față prezinta pașii parcurși în dezvoltarea unei platforme mobile, construită 
în cadrul Departamentului de Mașini și Echipamente Industriale al Facultății de Inginerie din 
Sibiu. Într-o prima fază este prezentată o scurtă clasificare a platformelor mobile, urmată de 
descrierea diferitelor principii ce stau la baza locomoției platformelor mobile. Finalul lucrării 
conține câteva principii legate de odometrie  precum și descrierea părților componente ale 
robotului mobil dezvoltat. 


